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1. ABSTRACT
With Online Social Networking (OSN) services coming to

prominence as a major platform for the popularization of
Web content, recent research has focused on using informa-
tion gleaned from these services to improve the performance
of Content Distribution Networks (CDN). In this paper we
find that contrary to popular belief, the simple cache re-
placement policy LRU outperforms methods based on OSN
input. To establish this we propose an OSN-assisted caching
strategy which we evaluate using a large Twitter dataset
and through simulation. Our results show that vanilla LRU
mostly outperforms the OSN-aided mechanisms. We study
the reasons for this and find that if at any time there is
a large enough percentage of highly popular content, which
becomes popular within a short enough time span, CDN can
do well by just following an LRU principle. While we do not
claim generalizability to other workloads, or other caching
architectures on the Internet, our results are important as
they apply to the common use-case and show that simple
algorithms do quite well.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.4 [PERFORMANCE OF SYSTEMS]: Performance
attributes
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2. INTRODUCTION
Content Delivery Networks (CDN) are known to carry a

large portion of Internet traffic. As a data point, Akamai,
a leading CDN provider carries almost 15-30% of the global
web traffic [3]. CDN work by returning content from a net-
work of surrogate servers. This reduces the load on the
origin servers, while often lowering the perceived network
latencies for end-users. Intelligent surrogate server selection
algorithms are often used to select the server closest to the
client, in terms of latency or throughput. Within the CDN
surrogate server network, cache replacement strategies are
used to identify which content object to cache or evict from

storage. Clearly a good cache replacement strategy is critical
to a CDN’s performance since fetching content from origin
servers incurs a latency cost that negates a major benefit of
CDN deployment.

It is therefore natural to think that a better understand-
ing of content consumption patterns will lead to the design
of better cache replacement policies. Since Online Social
Networks (OSNs) have become a key platform for content
popularization and spread, it is not surprising that several
researchers have suggested that cache replacement schemes
in CDN should take input from the so-called social signal
i.e. the trends visible on OSNs [29]. Common intuitions
are that (a) OSN activity can give hints on which topics
are trending and should consequently be cached, and (b)
simple schemes like LRU may not do well because the large
amount of long-tailed content prevalent on the Internet can
impair LRU-friendly content request patterns, thus reducing
the cache hit rate.

In an effort to validate the aforementioned intuitions, we
take the following approach. We developed a simulator for a
global network of surrogate servers that respond to content
requests from users across the world. The workload used
to drive the simulator is based on previously collected and
publicly available Twitter datasets. In this work, we use
Twitter data as a proxy to content popularity; a tweet by
a user is considered to trigger content requests by a frac-
tion of followers of the user. The geographical locations of
Twitter users help us generate the traffic and direct content
requests towards the closest surrogate server. We focus on
the relative performance of OSN-assisted caching algorithm
vis a vis a vanilla LRU caching approach, where performance
is measured by cache hit rates on the surrogate servers to
benchmark the performance of different caching algorithms
against each other. The counter-intuitive result we present
in this paper is that LRU outperforms OSN event-based al-
gorithm in most of the workload scenarios.

We find that event-based caching performs marginally bet-
ter than LRU only when cache sizes are very small; with
larger cache sizes, LRU does much better. This finding is
consistent with what has been reported in the literature.
Several studies [26, 29] in the past have also proposed com-
plex caching algorithms and found that their improvements
over LRU are very small.
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Our major contribution here lies in explaining the reasons
behind vanilla LRU’s good performance relative to OSN-
assited algorithms. We show that despite the long-tailed
distribution of content popularity [9,21,30], at any point in
time the frequency of popular content requests is so high
that caches are well off with simply using LRU. This is an
important result with two kinds of implications. First, it
provides further insight into content consumption patterns
on OSNs. We study the frequency of content requests for
popular and non-popular content, and the distribution of
time between successive request for similar content, finding
that these distributions allow LRU to fend off the long tail
and keep popular content in its cache for requisitely long
periods of time. Second, from the CDN side we show that
simple caching strategies work well, even for the long-tailed
content popularity distribution currently observed in Inter-
net traffic traces. This will help guide future development
of caching strategies for web CDN.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We

next present a brief overview of related work. Section IV
presents details of the datasets used, the workload genera-
tion procedure, and the caching algorithms used. Finally,
Section V evaluates the performance of different caching al-
gorithms against each other.

3. RELATED WORK
Cache replacement strategies in the context of content de-

livery networks have been studied in the past by several
researchers [5, 31]. Podlipnig et al. [26] classified cache re-
placement strategies according to recency, frequency, size,
cost of fetching the object, modification time and expiration
time. An analysis of cache replacement policies with respect
to various access pattern at different points in the Internet
is also covered in [14]. These studies are relevant to un-
derstand the workload dependent performance of different
caching strategies.
Jelenković and and Radovanović [15] have performed an

average-case analysis of LRU and shown that LRU fault
probability is asymptotically invariant to the underlying de-
pendency structure of the modulating process, i.e., for large
cache sizes, the LRU fault probability behaves exactly the
same as in the case of independent request sequences. Pana-
gakis et.al. [24] have pointed out that when the memory of
the request generation process is less than the capacity of the
cache(h < C), the hit ratio of the LRU replacement policy is
approximately independent of the exact length of the mem-
ory h. In our work, we have also studied the performance of
LRU with different cache sizes relative to the memory and
shown that other than very small cache sizes, LRU perfor-
mance is high in other cases. Our work thus validates their
prior findings [15,24] using real-world workloads.
Scellato et.al. [29] used geographic information extracted

from social cascades to improve the caching of multimedia
files in a Content Delivery Network. The authors com-
pared LRU, LFU and mixed cache replacements by using
48 hours as the time threshold between consecutive steps of
a cascade. The delivery performance implications of central-
ized and distributed CDNs was studied closely by Triukose
et.al. [32,33]. Their study shows that a CDN could vary the
number of cache servers’ locations in a wide range without
compromising the delivery performance of the entire plat-
form. Both these studies give important context to the wide
range of caching strategies proposed in recent literature, in-

cluding the use of OSNs to aid caching. As a generic rep-
resentative strategy, we use an event detection approach to
detect viral topics to aid in cache selection. Here, most re-
searchers [2,4,28] have worked on identifying events related
to specific keywords occurring in a stream of tweets. We
use a similar approach to detect both the start and end of
events, and compare the performance of this representative
OSN-aided caching strategy with LRU.

Our paper is part of a project studying various aspects of
topic diffusion on Twitter that began with creating the data
set [27] and continued on to a characterization of popular
topics versus non-popular topics in [4]. We take this project
forward in this paper by studying the implications of topic
diffusion for content placement on CDNs.

4. METHODOLOGY
We design a simulation environment to mimic a global

network of surrogate servers that responds to content re-
quests from users across the world. A combination of Twit-
ter datasets, described in the following paragraphs, is used
as an input to generate the content request workload. We
use Twitter data as a proxy for content popularity; a tweet
by a user is considered to trigger content requests by a frac-
tion of followers of the user. Knowledge of the geographical
locations of Twitter users helps us generate the traffic and
direct content requests towards the closest surrogate server.
Surrogate servers are positioned around the world using a
weighted algorithm based on the distribution of Twitter
users. We then measure cache hit rates on the surrogate
servers to benchmark the performance of different caching
algorithms against each other.

4.1 Datasets
Our dataset is a combination of several available datasets.

• The twitter7 [18] dataset was collected from June 11,
2009 to September 1, 2009 and contains 196 million
tweets of 9.8 million unique Twitter users.

• The KAIST [17] dataset contains social relationships
of users in twitter7 dataset during July 6, 2009 to July
31, 2009 with 1.47 billion follower relations among 41.7
million Twitter users.

We merged the twitter7 and KAIST datasets, which re-
sults in a comprehensive dataset containing tweets, users,
and following/follower relationships among users. This rep-
resents 23.5% of all Twitter users and 20-30% of all tweets
posted during that period. We used Twitter APIs to find
the location information of Twitter users. We used the Ya-
hoo! BOSS Geo Service [1] to retrieve the latitude/longitude
coordinates of the user locations. In addition, we used the
OpenCalais [23] semantic analysis service, to gather seman-
tic metadata and cluster tweets into aggregate topics. Over-
all, we found 39 million URLs and 7.5 million unique top-
ics using OpenCalais from 141 million tweets. Out of top-
ics given by OpenCalais and hashtags, we worked with a
manageable set of 6 million topics belonging to the first 34
days of the dataset. We classified all topics in three cat-
egories namely popular topics, medium-popular topics and
non-popular topics on basis of tweets count on each topic.
The complete details about the dataset preparation can be
referred from [27].
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4.2 Surrogate Server Positioning
We vary the number of surrogate servers in our simula-

tions from 1 to 15. To place the servers, we chose from the
known geographical locations of the leading CDN provider’s
points of presence (POP): eg. MaxCDN(12 POPs), Bit-
Gravity(19 POPs), Edgecast(24 POPs), Amazon(28 POPs),
Telefonica(34 POPs) and Limelight(80 POPs) [25]. From
these locations, we picked a common subset of the top 15 lo-
cations having the greatest number of Twitter users around
them, according to our dataset. Although there can be more
than 15 servers in the CDN (e.g. 1000 in case of Akamai),
we focus our study only to calculate the relative change in
caching performance by changing the count of surrogate lo-
cations.

4.3 Cache Sizes
In all our simulations, we assume that the objects are of

unit size. We evaluate caching performance by varying the
cache size from 1 to 1200 objects. Since in our system, nearly
0.25 million objects are requested by end-users on each day,
a cache size of 1200 objects roughly equals 0.48% of the total
objects accessed on each day. The cache sizes of individual
surrogate servers is proportionally allocated according to the
count of users served by the surrogate server. We exclude
results of the initial and final two days from the dataset to
avoid any biases caused due to cache warm-up in generation
of the consumption workloads.

4.4 Workload Generation
In our model, we assume that each time a user posts a

tweet, a fraction of that user’s followers will request content
on the topic of that tweet. There are several parameters
which controls how this process operates in details:

4.4.1 Number of Objects per Topic

In previous work such as [29], each URL embedded in a
tweet is mapped to a content object. However, as only a
small fraction of tweets contain URLs, this approach has
the disadvantage of generating small, sparse workloads. To
address this problem, we instead derive a synthetic work-
load from the tweet’s text, where we assume that content
requests on the Internet have similar spatio-temporal popu-
larity characteristics to that of the topics discussed on Twit-
ter. To generate this workload, we start by performing topic
analysis on the tweet content using OpenCalais as mentioned
in the previous section. The output of this topic analy-
sis along with hashtags and URLs is then used to cluster
tweets together within topics. Each topic is then assigned
either one content object (which we refer to as one object per
topic model or multiple content objects (multiple objects per
topic model). In the case of the multiple topic model, the
number of objects is chosen according to a Zipf distribution,
which we observe when plotting the number of URLs per
topic in our dataset.

4.4.2 Object accessed by Followers

In case of multiple objects per topic model, two further
models are possible. (a) Followers may access the same ob-
ject as the reference they got from the tweeting user. We
call this a Social Network (SN) based workload. (b) Al-
ternatively, followers may randomly choose from among all
objects for that topic. We call this the Non Social Network
(Non-SN) based workload.

4.4.3 Time-delay Distribution of Content Requests

Another parameter controlling the workload is the de-
lay distribution from the time when a tweet is made, to
when the followers raise content requests. To determine
the Time-delay distribution of content requests, we collect
a small dataset for 21 days from Twitter, consisting in a
random sample of all tweets from Twitter. We measure the
time difference between tweets and their retweets, a CDF
of which is plotted in Figure 1. We find that 98.5% of
retweets are posted within 2 days, with an exponential dis-
tribution of mean 9.05. This indicates that the inter-arrival
time between requests for a content of a topic are Poisson
distributed. Prior measurement studies [6, 11–13, 28] have
also shown that the consumption requests for web content
objects decreases exponentially with time.

For our time-delay distribution, we then consider three
options: first, an exponential distribution in which 98.5%
of consumption happens within 2 days, second, as a bench-
mark, an exponential distribution with mean 25.28, in which
98.5% of consumption happens within 7 days, and finally a
uniform distribution of requests within these days rather
than an exponential distribution.
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Figure 1: Time-Delay Distribution of Retweets

4.5 Events based Caching Algorithm
Event detection is a well-studied topic in Seismology [7]

[34], where a short-term average (STA) is maintained to be
sensitive to seismic events while a long-term average (LTA)
provides information about the temporal amplitude of seis-
mic noise at the site. When the ratio of both exceeds a cer-
tain value, an event is declared. We use a similar approach
to find events in topic streams.

We work with the observation that during an event, tweets
for a topic are made frequently and therefore the average
inter-arrival time between tweets is low. We define α as the
ratio of the average inter-arrival time between tweets within
a short term window over a long term window.

Setting the window of the STA is a crucial parameter for
events detection algorithm to work as setting STA very large
makes the detector insensitive to events occurring on shorter
time scales. On the other hand, setting the window too small
makes the detector highly sensitive to noise and therefore be-
comes prone to false positives. In our dataset, nearly 95%
of consumption requests are generated by topics that have
been accessed 20 times or more. We therefore set STA win-
dow of size 20. The long term average (LTA) for each topic
is maintained as a moving average of inter-arrival time of all
requests so far. An event on a topic occurs when α drops be-
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low an Event Trigger Threshold (ETT), and continues until
it stays below an Event De-Trigger Threshold (EDT).

S0start S1

S2

Event Started

S3

Event Finished

(α < ETT ) /
Set Count = 1

(α ≥ EDT )
‖ Timeout

(α < ETT ) &&
(Count ≥ TrigCount)

/ Set Count = 0

(α < ETT ) &&
(Count < TrigCount)
/ Set Count + = 1

(α ≥ EDT )
/Set Count + = 1

Timeout

α < EDT

(α < EDT ) &&
(Count < DeTrigCount)

(Count ≥ DeTrigCount)
‖ Timeout

(α ≥ EDT ) &&
(Count < DeTrigCount)

/ Set Count + = 1

Figure 2: State diagram of the events detection

Figure 2 shows a state diagram of our event detection algo-
rithm. The description about the states of events detection
algorithm is as follows.
S0 - Default State : For each topic, the detector starts

in the default state S0 and waits until there are enough
requests to fill the short term window before the α is com-
puted. Then it checks whether α satisfies the state transi-
tion conditions. On an arrival of each content request, the
detector re-computes α and re-checks the state transition
conditions.
S1 - Event Trigger : To avoid a spike in the STA value,

which could lead to a false event trigger, the detector makes
sure that the α stays below the Event Trigger Threshold for
a long enough time. It waits in the state S1 for TrigCount
requests before it declares the start of an event and transits
to the state S2. If α goes above EDT or the detector stays
idle for more than idle Timeout time(4 Hrs), the state is
changed back to the default S0 state.
S2 - Event Started : The detector stays in state S2 as

long as α remains smaller than EDT. When α goes above
EDT, the state is changed to S3. If the detector stays idle
for more than idle Timeout time, the state is changed to S0

and the current event is said to be finished.
S3 - Event Completed : Similar to the false trigger

of the event start, there can be false triggers of the event
stop as well. In this case, the detector waits in S3 state
for DeTrigCount requests to confirm that the event is ac-
tually expired. If the trigger is false, the state is changed
back to S2. If the count of violations becomes greater than
DeTrigCount or the detector stays idle for more than idle
Timeout time, the state is changed to S0 and the current
event is said to be finished.
Table 1 shows the values of parameters used in events

detection algorithm. The values are determined on basis
of samples chosen from each topic class(Popular, Medium-
Popular and Non-Popular topics) and comparing the events
identified by events detection algorithm with real events that
happened on those sample topics.
Figure 3 shows an example of how the event detection al-

gorithm works in practice. Tweets from the topic ”Michael

Jackson”are fed into the detector and values of α are plotted
over time. The horizontal black arrows indicate the dura-
tion in which the detector finds the events. The first event
corresponds to the Death of Michael Jackson on 25 June
2009 and the second event corresponds to the public memo-
rial on July 7, 2009 which was broadcast worldwide with a
reported audience of 2.5 billion people.
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4.6 System Architecture for Events based Sim-
ulations

We assume an architecture (Figure 4) where the CDN
provider may have access to a Twitter stream to build in
real-time OSN-aided indicators that can guide cache replace-
ment policies at the surrogate servers. For simplicity, we
assume a centralized model where the CDN provider can
track the topics being discussed on Twitter. We use a sim-
ple event detection algorithm to find the start and end time
of topic events, which become available to surrogate servers
to know the top active topics whose contents can be cached.
The same Twitter dataset which is used to generate the
workload is used by the event detection algorithm to main-
tain this list of top topics. We experiment with variations
such as maintaining a globally common top topics list and
surrogate server specific topic lists, but our results remain
unchanged.
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Figure 4: Architecture for Events based Simulations
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Table 1: Parameters used in events detection algorithm

Parameter Description Value

Events Trigger Threshold(ETT) An event occurs when α(= STA/LTA) drops be-
low an ETT

0.4

Events De-Trigger Threshold(EDT) An event ends when α(= STA/LTA) goes above
EDT

2

STA Window Size Size of short term window that contains inter-
arrival time between successive tweets

20

TrigCount Number of additional tweets which must sustain
α < ETT to confirm start of an event

5

DeTrigCount Number of additional tweets that must sustain
α > EDT to confirm end of an event

15

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
We next present simulation results showing how the mix

of topics influences caching performance.

5.1 Influence of Popular Topics
We assume a simple workload model for this section, with

multiple surrogate servers and one object per topic. Varia-
tions with changing the delay distribution for request gen-
eration from exponential with a mean of 9.05 minutes to
uniform with a mean of 3.5 days, are also presented.
The rank-frequency plot of the consumption workload is

shown in Figure 5. The figure indicates that the consump-
tion workload is Zipfian with a heavy-tail and raises a con-
cern that the large fraction of niche topics may interfere
with LRU’s simple operation by causing extensive thrashing
of cached content. Figure 6 however shows that the events-
based algorithm does better than LRU only with very small
cache sizes. We begin to explore the reasons behind this.

Figure 5: Rank-Frequency plot of Consumption
Workload

5.1.1 Separation between Consecutive Requests for
the Same Content

For ease of exposition, we choose one popular topic (“IRAN-
ELECTION”), one medium popular topic (“NECC09”), and
one non-popular topic (“ICANN”). The average inter-arrival
time for requests of the same contents for all topics and the
sampled topics is shows in Figure 7. The average number
of content objects requested between consecutive requests
for the same content object are similarly shown in Figure 8.
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The figures indicate that on average consecutive requests for
the same content are very closely spaced, and of the order as
the cache size. This is an ideal situation for LRU to do well
since the objects for popular content may never get evicted
from the cache.
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Figure 7: Average time difference between requests
on same the contents

5.1.2 Residence Time of Contents in the Cache

We again sample one popular topic “IRANELECTION”,
one medium popular topic “NECC09” and one non-popular
topic “ICANN”, to determine the time spent by an object
within the cache while running LRU. Table 2 shows that
even with larger cache sizes medium and non-popular topics
are not able to survive inside the cache for a long duration,
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but popular topics, despite being challenged by a heavy tail,
are able to sustain themselves inside the cache for long du-
rations.

Table 2: Time spent in the cache by the topics

Topic Cache
Size

Time spent in seconds

IRANELECTION 2 687 817 (7.96 days)

IRANELECTION 59 2 652 572 (30.7 days)

NECC09 2 133

NECC09 59 7 238

ICANN 2 6

ICANN 59 408

5.1.3 Effect of the removal of top ‘K’ Topics

To further attribute the reason behind LRU’s good perfor-
mance to the high incidence of popular topics, we removed
the top ‘K’ topics from the dataset. The performance of
both caching algorithms is shown in Figure 9. Clearly the
performance falls in both cases, as expected. To understand
the relative impact of top topics removal for both algorithms,
in Table 3 we state the crossover point for cache size when
LRU starts performing better than the events-based algo-
rithm. We can see that with removing more and more top
topics, the crossover point also increases, and eventually
the events-based algorithm begins to completely outperform
LRU. In fact, with a more relaxed delay distribution of con-
tent requests generated within a 7-day period than a 2-day
period, the events-based algorithm begins to entirely out-
perform LRU with removing only top two topics.
These observations strongly point to the fact that the inci-

dence of highly popular topics in the dataset results in LRU
performing quite well, with more complicated event-based
algorithms as not particularly useful from the CDN point of
view.

5.2 Other Workloads
In this section, we study other kinds of workloads to see

if the same trend is preserved. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 4. Each entry in Table 4 has the format (X/Y/Z) where
X corresponds to the case when there is only 1 surrogate
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Figure 9: Removal of Top k Topics

server, Y corresponds to the case when there are 5 surro-
gate servers, and Z corresponds to the case when there are
15 surrogate servers. The X, Y and Z values are the crossover
points when LRU starts doing better than the events-based
caching algorithm.

5.2.1 Changing Count of Surrogate Servers

Figure 10 shows the spread of topics across multiple sur-
rogate servers; as expected, popular topics seem to be in
demand at more surrogate servers. When the number of
servers is increased, the cache size per server decreases and
hence causes thrashing for LRU as can be seen in Figure 11.
The events-based algorithm also loses performance but is
more selective about which objects to cache, and therefore
does not perform as worse as LRU.

5.2.2 Changing Count of Objects per Topic

With multiple objects per topic, since the number of ob-
jects is higher therefore consumption requests are dispersed,
leading to poor caching performance for both the algorithms.
Figure 12 shows that the gap in caching performance for
LRU between the single-object and multiple objects per
topic workloads is larger than the gap for the events-based
algorithm. This again shows the merit of events-based caching
when cache sizes are very small, but as the sizes increase then
LRU begins to perform much better.

5.2.3 Changing the Contents Selection Behavior

Recall that we work with two models for consumption
requests: an SN-based model where followers of a user ac-
cess the same object assumed to be referred by a tweet,
and a non-SN model where the followers may request for
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Table 4: Relative Cache Performance
Scenario Cache Size with 1/5/15 Surrogate Servers

OneObj per
Topic

Multiple Obj
per Topic in SN
Workload

Multiple Obj per
Topic in NonSN
Workload

Negative exponential consumption
within 2 Days

2/9/24 11/59/144 12/69/182

Negative exponential consumption
within 7 Days

5/24/70 60/298/694 63/310/728

Uniform consumption within 2 days 3/16/47 40/166/433 42/179/461
Uniform consumption within 7 days 5/22/61 57/280/644 59/287/665

Table 3: Removal of top K topics in SN based work-
load with 5 servers

K Cache Size (Ex-
ponential con-
sumption in 2
days)

Cache Size (Uni-
form consumption
in 7 days)

0 24 61

1 176 406

2 1042 Events Better

2 Events Better Events Better

Figure 10: Each topic is discussed on how many
servers

any object belonging to the topic of the tweet. As expected,
LRU performs slight better with an SN-based workload since
this results in correlated content requests. The events-based
algorithm however does not show much difference in per-
formance between SN and non-SN workloads as shown in
Figure 13. This results in an overall relative improvement
of the events-based algorithm over LRU, as can be seen in
Table 4.
We therefore find that even with other workloads, the

same trend of LRU winning over more complicated algo-
rithms persists, because of the high incidence of topic pop-
ularity in the workloads. Since we expect web workloads
to be similar to the Twitter workloads, this indicates that
CDN providers may be well off by simply using LRU instead
of more complicated algorithms.
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Figure 11: Cache performance by changing count of
Surrogate Servers : SN based workload with Expo-
nential Consumption in 7 Days

6. DISCUSSION
We have made several assumptions in our experiments, for

ease of analysis. First, our study is done only on the Twitter
OSN. However, since social networks are known to be repre-
sentative of the web workload [19], and also similar to each
other in terms of popularity distributions [8, 10, 11, 20, 22],
we feel our analysis will extend to other social networking
workloads as well. Second, we have assumed an exponen-
tial distribution of consumption requests for content objects.
This is supported by other studies [11–13] and our own ex-
periments as well. Further, we have also experimented with
uniform distribution of consumption requests as well. Third,
we have shown the validity of our analysis on a simulated
network of 5-15 surrogate servers, and consumption request
generation within 2 to 7 days post production. Although
the ranges are limited for ease of simulations, the trend
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Figure 12: One Object per topic Vs Multiple Ob-
jects per Topic
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of improved LRU performance with more surrogate servers
(implying larger aggregate cache sizes) and larger spread of
requests, illustrate that even with higher ranges our conclu-
sions will hold.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Several researchers have tried to use OSN signals to im-

prove the caching performance of web CDNs. We demon-
strate a negative result explaining why even the simple LRU
algorithm does well on common workloads; we show that due
to the high incidence of popular topics, even heavy tailed
workloads are not able to disrupt LRU’s performance. This
finding is consistent with the result of Jelenković et.al. [16]
who have shown that LRU performs as well on a dependent
sequence of random requests as it does on an independent
sequence of requests with the same request frequencies, as
long as the cache size is large enough. Our work can be seen
as an empirical validation of this result for the case where
the request correlations are defined by object consumption
patterns in OSNs. We also experiment with variations of
the workload and show which specific variations can indeed
benefit from complicated caching algorithms aided by OSN
knowledge.
While our work indicates that CDN providers may be well

off with just using LRU, it points towards the role that OSN
knowledge can play in hybrid CDN-P2P architectures. OSN
aided event detection methods can be used, for example, to
determine which content to serve from the P2P network and
how to control its spread in the network. We plan to look
into such issues in the future and build caching strategies
for different classes of topic popularity.
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